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For a whole generation of car enthusiasts, Triumph was the manufacturer to turn to when buying
a sports car. Whether it was a Spitfire or GT6 - or the more costly TR models - this Coventry
manufacturer was the sports car king during the twentieth century. Now that these machines are
fully fledged classics, nothing has changed. While the Spitfire has the MGB as a formidable
adversary, the GT6 is still in a class of its own. Triumph Spitfire and GT6 details the history and
development of these classic cars, with specification guides for each of the five Spitfire
derivatives and three GT6 models. Topics covered include the development and production of
the five Spitfire derivatives from 1962 - 1980, the Spitfire 4, 4 Mk2, Mk3, MkIV and 1500; the
GT6 models from 1966-1973, the Mk1, Mk2 and Mk3; the Spitfire and GT6 in motorsport - 24
Hours Le Mans, Alpine Rally and Tour de France, and racing in the US; full buying guide and tips
on modifying, with colour and trim options, and details of optional extras available for each
model. Also includes an insight into what the press thought of each Spitfire and GT6 derivative,
with pages devoted to how the cars were marketed. Superbly illustrated with 291 colour
photographs.
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TIMELINE•1957: Work starts on Standard-Triumph’s new family car, the Herald.•1959: The
production Herald makes its début.•1960: Michelotti is commissioned to design a Herald-based
two-seater sports car.Herald 948 coupé.•1961: The decision is made to put the Spitfire into
series production.•1962: The first-generation Spitfire breaks cover, with an 1147cc engine and
four-speed manual gearbox, borrowed from the Herald. The car is also based on a shortened
Herald chassis.•1965: The Spitfire MkII goes on sale, still with the 1147cc engine, but with more
power and a stronger clutch.•1966: The GT6 débuts at the Earl’s Court Motor Show, with a
95bhp 1998cc Vitesse-sourced engine. Overdrive is optional while the bumpers and lighting are
carried over from the Spitfire.GT6 Mk1.•1967: The Spitfire MkIII arrives, with a 1296cc engine, a
hood that’s much easier to use and revised styling.•1968: The Mk2 GT6 arrives with a new
dashboard, revised cylinder head and tweaked rear suspension. The straightsix’s top end is
from the TR5, for better breathing, while the rear suspension adopts rotoflex couplings and
wishbones. Styling adjustments include the removal of the louvres in the side of the bonnet,
raised bumpers front and rear, and Rostyle wheel trims.•1969: Minor revisions bring better
interior padding and an improved steering wheel, and the structure is also strengthened to cope
with tougher US crash regulations.Spitfire 4.•1970: The MkIV Spitfire brings another facelift, plus
an all-synchromesh gearbox and more predictable handling, thanks to revised rear suspension.
Meanwhile, the Mk3 GT6 goes on sale little changed from its predecessor. The most significant
changes centre on a de-seamed shark-nosed bonnet and the rear panels are updated with the
family cut-away tail that incorporates less chrome. There are no significant changes under the
skin.•1971: Seatbelts are now fitted as standard to the Spitfire.•1973: The Spitfire 1500 makes
its entrance, for the US market only. The bigger motor is needed because of all the emissions
control equipment that has to be fitted. There’s also a wider rear track, to overcome handling
issues. Also, a brake servo is now fitted to the GT6, the rear brakes are increased in size and the
rear suspension’s rotoflex couplings disappear, with the swing-spring rear axle later to be used
on the Spitfire being fitted instead. At the same time the instruments are revised, vinyl replaces
the brushed nylon seat covers and head restraints plus tinted glass are fitted for the first time.



Also, in this year the final GT6 is made.Spitfire 1500.•1974: The Spitfire 1500 goes on sale in the
UK.•1977: The interior receives minor fettling for greater comfort.•1980: The final Spitfire is
made.

CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTIONIf it hadn’t been for the Austin Healey Frogeye Sprite, would
Triumph ever have embarked on producing its own cheap sports car? Possibly not. Until the
arrival of the Frogeye, sports cars were invariably big, costly and produced in relatively small
numbers. Even those sports cars which weren’t big and costly were invariably rare, usually
produced by specialist car companies, which either revived ancient pre-war cars with a new
glass fibre bodyshell, or which inserted the mechanicals from some contemporary family car
(usually a Ford) and wrapped them up in their own bodywork. However, these cars were often
fragile, poorly made, or simply too costly to be truly affordable to the masses. What was needed
was a mainstream car maker to introduce something that was fun to drive, cheap and well
supported by a large dealer network. When Austin Healey did it with the Sprite, it was only
natural that somebody else would try to emulate the company’s success – and that rival was
Triumph, with its Spitfire.Triumph is still one of the world’s best-loved marques, yet many years
have passed since its demise. The company built cars for just 65 years, starting in 1923, then
disappeared into the annals of time with the demise of a badge-engineered Honda, in 1984.
Sure, Triumph as a brand existed far longer, as it built push bikes and motorcycles before
branching out into cars. But as a car builder it wasn’t really around all that long – yet it is still one
of the best-supported motoring marques around, thanks to enthusiastic clubs and a raft of great
models over the years.Perhaps one of the greatest reasons for the marque’s popularity is the
success of the TR range in America. But models such as the Herald, Vitesse, Spitfire and GT6
also played their part, between them providing affordable family transport or sporting fun,
depending on the model. However, it might not have been that way, after Triumph as a car maker
almost disappeared from sight in the 1930s.This was as sporty as things got for Triumph in the
post-war years. Still, the 1800 and 2000 Roadsters were undeniably stylish.It was in 1921 that
Triumph purchased the Coventry factory of failed car builder Dawson, with a view to starting up
the manufacture of Triumph-branded cars. At that time the company was owned by Siegfried
Bettmann, assisted by his general manager Claude Holbrook. Up until this point, Triumph had
focused purely on building bikes, with and without motive power attached; buying up the
Dawson plant would enable the firm to move up several gears in one go.By 1923 Triumph had its
first car on the market, the 1393cc 4-cylinder 10/20. Designed by Arthur Alderson, who was
working for Lea-Francis at the time, the car was costly at £430-£460, the price boosted by the
fact that Triumph had to pay Lea-Francis a royalty on each car sold. There then followed a
succession of cars that had little to lift them above their rivals, but in 1928 came the
breakthrough model, the Super Seven. Very much in the mould of Austin’s rival Seven, Triumph’s
new baby car was designed by Stanley Edge, who had helped Herbert Austin realize the
identically-named car that saved his company from the mire. The Triumph Super Seven didn’t



enjoy the racing successes of its Austin and MG (Midget) rivals, but that didn’t stop it from being
highly successful, with more than 17,000 finding owners between 1928 and 1932.Despite the
relative success of the Super Seven, Holbrook decided that he would take Triumph upmarket in
the 1930s – a move that would prove disastrous. In 1931 came Triumph’s first six-cylinder car,
the Scorpion, which sold poorly because of its stodgy handling. Then in 1933, Holbrook decided
he would start to buy in Coventry-Climax engines instead of developing his own fresh
powerplant, in-house. There followed a line of cars that were designed to take on Riley, Alvis and
SS, the most ambitious of which was the 1934 Dolomite, complete with a straight-eight in the
nose.SPITFIRE PROTOTYPES•There were four Spitfire prototypes built using experimental
chassis numbers (with an X-prefix). The first was X659, built by Michelotti in Italy, in October
1960 and based on a modified Herald coupé chassis. This car, which carried the Bomb
nickname, was fitted with a 948cc powerplant carrying engine number X854.•The next prototype
was a development car, which carried chassis number X661. Constructed towards the end of
1960, this car was once again based on a modified Herald coupé (this time the whole bodyshell
was shortened, rather than just the chassis). The original engine number isn’t known, but this car
would later be fitted with a production 1147cc engine, carrying number GA 57428.•It was early in
1962 that the first pre-production Spitfire prototype was built, bearing chassis number X691.
Constructed in Coventry, this was the first prototype to be road registered (4305 VC) and it was
also the first to feature the final production details with regard to styling. The original engine
number isn’t recorded, but X691 would later be fitted with an 1147cc unit, carrying number
HE18491HE. This car would also go on to be developed into the fastback prototype that would
be the precursor to the GT6; it would also be used for mechanical development including the
installation of fuel injection.•The final prototype was X692, which would be the most familiar to
Triumph fans of the period. Constructed around the same time as X691, this car would be
registered as 412 VC, and not only would it go on to be a well-travelled press car, but it would
also be used for endurance testing and rallying. From the outset, the car was fitted with an
1147cc engine, carrying number FC 2 HE. Intriguingly though, the car would be constructed with
right-hand drive, and it would then be converted to left-hand drive, only to revert to the original
configuration ready for its rallying début in 1964.The first Spitfire prototype, pictured in October
1960.In 1937 there was a return to in-house engines for Triumph, each one being designed by
Donald Healey. Available with displacements of 1496cc, 1767cc or 1991cc (the last having six
cylinders), there was from this point on a rather bewildering array of cars available. Because the
1232cc Coventry- Climax powerplant was still offered in the entry-level cars, there were four
engines available across three ranges: Gloria, Vitesse and Dolomite. By 1936 Triumph was
posting big losses, and by June 1939 the company was bankrupt.It wasn’t until 1944 that
Triumph emerged from the ashes – literally – when Standard’s Sir John Black bought the
Triumph name and what remained of the factory, after it had been all but destroyed during the
War. The site was quickly sold, with Triumph production being integrated with Standard’s existing
facility at Canley, near Coventry. The first cars were the 1800 (Razoredge) saloon and Roadster,



equipped with 1776cc 4-cylinder engines, with bodywork by Mulliners of Birmingham. Triumph
wasn’t completely out of the woods yet, but it looked as though the worst was over, with sales
picking up and a whole stream of fresh models introduced over the next few years.The next big
step was the introduction of the TRX in 1949, which signalled Triumph’s intention to exploit the
two-seater sports car market. However, the TRX was too complex, as it featured a power-
operated roof, windows and seats, along with pop-up headlamps (this was 1949 remember…).
There was no way it could have been built economically, while reliability would be an issue
without a doubt. What was needed was something much simpler, that had charm and rugged
performance and which could be built and sold at a low price. That car was the TR2, which
served as a prelude for perhaps the greatest succession of sports cars ever, from the TR2 to the
TR6 – and maybe even the TR7 if we’re being charitable…ALICK DICKAlick Dick was the
managing director of Standard-Triumph during its most interesting period, between 1954 and
1961, when he was replaced by Stanley Markland (who would stay at the company for just two
years). Responsible for overseeing the development of the early TRs, Dick also oversaw the
launch of the Standard Eight, later Vanguards, plus the Herald.Alick Sydney Dick was born in
Norfolk in 1917, the son of a doctor; by 1934 he was an apprentice at the Standard Motor
Company. It was clear from the outset that he had great potential as a manager and by the
outbreak of the Second World War he had been promoted to chief buyer for the company’s aero-
engine factories.Alick Dick was in charge of Standard-Triumph from 1954 until 1961.As soon as
Standard took over Triumph, Dick was promoted to the position of personal assistant to Sir John
Black, who was then managing director of Standard-Triumph. From there his rise through the
ranks was swift: by 1947 Dick was assistant managing director and in 1951 he was made deputy
managing director. Dick had made more rapid progress than older, longer-serving members of
staff around him – but the best was yet to come.By 1954 there was some dissatisfaction with
Black’s leadership style: he was seen as dictatorial, and keen to overshadow those around him.
It came as no surprise therefore when Dick led a coup to oust Black as managing director of the
company – a move that was to initially prove successful for everyone concerned.However,
although sales at first went from strength to strength, the good times didn’t last and Standard-
Triumph was taken over by Leyland Motors in 1961. Within months, Dick was forced to move on.
At first he did very little work-wise, but by 1963 he was managing director of electronics outfit
Royston Instruments. By 1968 Dick had left Royston to become a consultant to Volkswagen,
based in Coventry. He died in March 1986, aged sixty-nine.Triumph’s first post-war sports cars
were the sidescreen TRs (top right), which were fast, stylish and reliable, but they were also too
costly for many. The main rival to these was the Austin Healey 100 (above); sitting below this
was the ultra-cheap Sprite, initially in ‘Frogeye’ form (right). What Triumph needed was an
affordable roadster to take on the Sprite – and the Spitfire was just such a car.But we’re jumping
ahead of ourselves now; we need to step back to the late fifties, when Britain led the world in
motoring design and mass production, whether it was mundane family saloons or something
rather more exciting. In an age when platform-sharing is the norm if the production costs are to



add up, you’ll soon see that the concept is far from new. Barely more than a decade after the end
of the Second World War, Triumph was already thinking about how it could produce a series of
cars all using the same basic platform and the same set of mechanical components.The car that
set the ball rolling was Triumph’s Herald, which was unveiled in April 1959. Many questioned the
decision behind introducing a car with such an outdated construction; even at this time, a
separate chassis was decidedly passé for a mass-produced car, and thus the new family saloon
appeared to be a throwback to the post-war era. However, there was a method in Triumph’s
apparent madness; it was aiming to introduce a whole family of Heralds, while in theory it would
also be possible to engineer something smaller and rather more sporty. Where Austin Healey
had its 100, Triumph had its TR2 and TR3 to compete, but something much more affordable was
needed to take on the Sprite, as well as MG’s Midget. That car would be the Spitfire, while later
would come the GT6.Just like the Herald, the Spitfire was designed by Giovanni Michelotti, who
had been drafted in as Triumph’s design consultant after the departure of Standard’s previous
designer, Walter Belgrove. Belgrove had designed the early TRs, which had proved
phenomenally successful for Triumph, but he left after a disagreement with some of Triumph’s
decisions, leaving the company without anybody to pen its key forthcoming models. American
designer Carl Otto was commissioned to design the Standard Vanguard III, but it was clear that
somebody needed to be found to give Triumph a new design direction.That person was
Michelotti, who was found purely by chance. Indeed, it wasn’t even Triumph’s Harry Webster
who made the discovery; it was one of his business contacts, who happened to disclose in
conversation that he knew of a styling house which could design and build prototypes in an
astonishingly short space of time. Webster looked into the lead and found that Michelotti could
indeed design cars in double-quick time and, through an arrangement with Vignale, those
designs could be translated into running prototypes in just a few months.Alick Dick and Martin
Tustin managed the negotiations between Triumph and Michelotti, with the latter being
commissioned to design a two-seater TR-based sports car concept, for display at the 1957
Geneva Motor Show. That project went so well that it wasn’t long before Michelotti was Triumph’s
retained designer, with his next project being to come up with a replacement for the Standard
Eight and Ten. As already explained, their successor would feature a separate chassis, partly so
that further derivatives could be produced. Furthermore, developing an all-new car with a unitary
construction would take much longer, while exporting Completely Knocked Down (CKD) kits to
Australia, India and South Africa would be much easier if the car featured a separate
chassis.HARRY WEBSTERMention names, such as Harry Ferguson or Alec Issigonis, and
you’ll get instant recognition: they were brilliant engineers who moved the motoring game on. But
mention the name Harry Webster and the chances are you’ll be greeted with a blank expression
– despite the fact that he was perhaps as great an engineer as either of the other two.Although
Webster pioneered the use of things such as semitrailing arm rear suspension, the targa top and
through-flow ventilation, he couldn’t be credited with being responsible for a true icon of the
motoring age, which is why he’s frequently overlooked. His CV may have included the Herald,



TR4, Spitfire, GT6, 2000, Vitesse and 1300, but none of these have the cachet of something like
the Mini (is there anything like the original Mini?). Webster is no doubt destined to remain in the
background.Harry Webster is one of the great, unsung heroes of Britain’s motor industry.Henry
George Webster was born on 27 May 1917 and educated at Welshpool County School. By the
age of fifteen in 1939, he’d left school to become an apprentice to the Standard Motor Company;
by 1948 he had been promoted to the position of chief chassis engineer. The company had
already become Standard-Triumph, which meant that he worked alongside designer Walter
Belgrove, who set the TR ball rolling for Triumph, penning what would become the TR2.Having
become director of engineering in 1957, Webster created a talented team that produced a series
of new models, despite minimal budgets and ludicrously short development timescales.
Nevertheless, innovations were frequent. The 2000 brought real refinement to the middle-class
sector, while the TR5 was the first British sports car to have fuel injection as standard
equipment.Webster was director of engineering at Standard-Triumph for more than a decade,
but after the formation of British Leyland he was moved to Longbridge to bring order to the
faltering engineering operation at Austin-Morris. His six-year term was hampered by a lack of
corporate vision and by industrial action. In 1974 he left to become group technical director of
Automotive Products in Leamington Spa. He retired in 1982, but became chairman of SKF Steel
UK for five years.At least somebody recognized Webster’s talents because he was made a CBE
in 1974. He died on 6 February 2007, aged eighty-nine.GIOVANNI MICHELOTTITriumph formed
an alliance with Giovanni Michelotti, which would be as strong as the one between Ferrari and
Pininfarina – if not quite as long lasting. It came about when Raymond and Neville Flower
approached Harry Webster to discuss buying chassis direct from Standard for a sports car they
wanted to put into production. They talked about how quickly Michelotti could turn projects round
and Webster was intrigued enough to approach the Italian design house himself. The result was
a partnership that would last from 1957 right through until 1972, when the Dolomite was
introduced. Along the way, Michelotti would style such gems as the TR4, 5 and 6, Stag,
2000/2500, 1300 and of course the Herald, Vitesse, Spitfire and GT6.Giovanni Michelotti
worked with Triumph for fifteen years, creating some of its most iconic models.Michelotti was
born in 1921. With a father who worked in the machine shop at racing car maker Itala, it was
inevitable that Giovanni would end up working with cars. Sure enough, aged sixteen, he started
working for the coachbuilding firm of Giovanni Farina, where he was little more than a gopher.
However, it didn’t take long for Michelotti’s talents to shine through: it was clear that he was very
capable at sketching fresh car designs, and within two years he had already become Farina’s
chief stylist, following the sudden departure of the previous design head.With the Second World
War breaking out just as Michelotti assumed his new position, he wouldn’t be able to fully
immerse himself in his new profession until 1946. This would also be the year in which he got
married, before having two children, Edgardo and Daniella. By 1949 Michelotti had left Farina to
set up his own design house, initially working from home, then having an office in residential
Turin.With so many coachbuilders in the locale, Michelotti wasn’t short of companies to



approach in his quest for work, and he was soon kept busy with a string of commissions. He
quickly became one of the most prolific car designers around, helping out Ghia, Balbo, Vignale
and Bertone; later on he would also be retained by BMW and Hino, as well as Triumph.The fifties
and sixties were to prove enormously good for Michelotti, but things had turned pretty sour by
the mid-seventies. Car companies were taking work in-house or using younger, fresher
designers. While this initially simply gave Michelotti time to indulge in other pursuits (he loved
football and food), by the late seventies things were looking pretty difficult for him
financially.Triumph 1300.As if major money worries weren’t enough, Michelotti was also fighting
poor health at the same time. He’d always suffered from sensitive skin, and working with plaster
of Paris for his scale models hadn’t done him any favours. The result was incurable skin cancer,
to which he would succumb in 1980, aged just fifty-nine.Following his death, Michelotti’s
company would be run by his son Edgardo, but he was no designer and it didn’t take long for the
outfit to become little more than a fan club for cars designed by the great man. Still, better that
than churn out a series of cars that looked like the Reliant Scimitar SS1, the final Michelotti
design to reach production.The Spitfire 4 Mk2, launched in 1965, was barely distinguishable
from its predecessor.When the Herald’s construction was decided upon, the initial idea was that
there would be various iterations of that car available, such as Saloon, Coupé, Estate and
Convertible – which all appeared in due course. However, at this point it hadn’t been decided
that there would be a two-seater Roadster, although it was suggested by Harry Webster at the
time. He was convinced that such a car could not fail, as it would be cheap to develop thanks to
the existence of suitable Herald-derived mechanicals, while Triumph had the right image for a
cheap sports car, slotting in below its well-established TR models.However, Webster was
making these proposals early in 1960, which was a critical point for Standard-Triumph as things
had started to go badly wrong for the company at this time. Although its Herald had been
launched reasonably successfully in 1959, there were too many initial build quality problems.
The company’s reputation had taken a knock as a result, while sales were below expectations;
potential buyers shopped elsewhere, or waited for the issues to be sorted out. As a result, by the
spring of 1960 it was clear that something was amiss, with sales well below what had been
anticipated. Despite this, the year-end results were healthy, but it wasn’t to last. In 1960 UK
inflation began to climb sharply, so the Government imposed credit control measures to reduce
consumer spending. Predictably, many who were reliant on credit decided they could squeeze
another year or two out of their car rather than borrow the money for a new one. Dealers had a
particularly hard time. It came as no surprise when, by November 1960, Triumph’s balance sheet
was dripping with red ink.At this point, truck builder Leyland Motors made a bid for Standard-
Triumph, which it already knew was having a tough time of things. By April of the following year,
Standard- Triumph was under new ownership. Leyland initially left the existing management
team in place, in a bid to turn things round, but it was clear that they were struggling to get back
into the black. As a result, by August 1961 there was a new man at the helm: Stanley
Markland.One of the things that Markland inherited in his new position was a well-established



project for a two-seater Heraldbased sports car. Harry Webster had proposed such a vehicle in
April 1960 and within a few months the project had been given the thumbs up by the Standard-
Triumph board. In the meantime, Webster had already asked Giovanni Michelotti to give the
exercise some thought, which is why a design study had already been created by October 1960.
Codenamed ‘Bomb’, this first experimental car (with the chassis numbered X659) was shipped
to Coventry for Standard- Triumph’s board to inspect. Unfortunately, at this point things had
started to go badly wrong for Standard-Triumph, so the project was pushed into a corner and
quietly forgotten – but not for long.Once Markland had been installed as managing director, he
had to get to grips quickly with everything that the company had been working on. It was in April
1961 that he discovered the Bomb prototype, and he liked what he saw, requesting that Harry
Webster should explore further the possibility of putting the car into production. Further analysis
of the project suggested that the sums would add up and in July 1961 the green light was given
to putting the Bomb into production. At last, Standard-Triumph dealers would have an affordable
two-seater sports car to sell.

CHAPTER TWO SPITFIRE 4 (1962–1965)The original Bomb prototype’s styling was remarkably
similar to the final production Spitfire’s. However, it’s still amazing to think that the nod to Spitfire
production was given only in July 1961, yet little more than a year later the wraps were pulled off
the showroom-ready vehicle – something which wouldn’t have been possible had monocoque
construction been adopted for the Herald.Although it would be more than a year before the
Spitfire would be given the thumbs up, the Standard-Triumph board was already thinking about
details of the car’s construction as early as the spring of 1960. It was at this point that thought
started to be given to whether or not the car should feature glass fibre or steel panels. While the
former would offer lighter weight, possibly easier crash repairs and perhaps lower tooling and
construction costs, the decision was made that steel panelling would be the most reliable way
forward.Although there had been an explosion in glass fibre-bodied cars in the 1950s, notably
with Daimler’s SP250, it was obvious that few companies had the expertise to build large
quantities of plastic panels, while also maintaining quality. It was therefore felt that steel panels
was the only way to go: the bodyshells would be stronger and it wouldn’t prove so problematic
finding a company that could mass-produce the necessary parts.Although the Bomb project had
been put on hold in the latter part of 1960, due to Standard-Triumph’s financial woes, some work
continued on the viability of putting it into production. As a result, soon after it was agreed that
the Spitfire should be built, a company was found which could produce the bodyshells: the
Forward Radiator Company.The Bomb prototype of late 1960 looked very much like the
showroom-ready Spitfire, so no major styling changes were needed, but much of the
development work was done using a shortened Herald coupé. Bearing chassis number X661,
this test mule was painted a dull shade of grey, and initially it was fitted with a 948cc engine.
However, once it became clear that more power would be needed, an experimental 1147cc unit
was installed, complete with twin carburettors. With some fine tuning, this would be the engine



that would provide motive power for the first two generations of Spitfire.That first prototype,
unveiled to the Standard-Triumph board in October 1960, was fundamentally right, but there
were a few key changes required before the car would be production ready. No allowance had
been made for wind-up windows, so the height of the door tops had to be increased to make the
necessary space available. The dashboard also needed a rethink: Michelotti had incorporated a
three-dial binnacle in front of the driver, but this wasn’t what Harry Webster had in mind. He
preferred to put the gauges in the centre of the dash, thereby reducing costs because the same
basic facia could be used for both left- and right-hand drive markets.The most famous of the
Spitfire prototypes, 412 VC would go on to become a press car as well as a development car
used for rallying. It would also start out with right-hand drive, before being converted – and then
converted back again.After the original Bomb prototype (X659) and the cutdown Herald coupé
(X661) came the first pre-production Spitfires; X691 and X692, registered as 4305 VC and 412
VC respectively. Built in spring 1961, these were used for endurance testing, which they
underwent successfully throughout the summer. This was just as well because Standard-
Triumph was already committed to unveiling its new sports car at the Earls Court Motor Show in
October 1961.Under the SkinAlthough the Spitfire was based on the Herald’s chassis, there
were several significant changes made which meant the sportster would have to feature hefty
sills to increase torsional rigidity as much as possible. Where the Herald’s frame featured a
strengthening rail on each side, the Spitfire dispensed with these, meaning the bodyshell would
have to be that much stiffer. The Spitfire’s chassis was also rather shorter than the Herald’s. The
fact that only two seats needed to be accommodated, instead of four, meant 8.5in (21.5cm)
could be chopped out, reducing the wheelbase to 83in (2108mm).While the chassis was
significantly altered compared with the Herald that donated it, the bodyshell was virtually all new.
The only components that could be taken from the Triumph parts bin were the windscreen
(shared with the TR4) and the inner rear wheelarches, carried over from the Herald 1200. But
Standard-Triumph knew it could save cash by using as many Herald mechanical components as
possible, which is why the running gear was carried over with the minimum of changes, allowing
the company to enjoy considerable economies of scale.At the front there was double-wishbone
suspension, with coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers and an antiroll bar. There was also the
same rack-and-pinion steering that Herald owners had come to love so much, and in the Spitfire
this allowed even greater manouevrability than in its bigger brother: the two-seater had a turning
circle of just 24ft (7.3m). There was also greater stopping power, as the Herald’s drum brakes
were substituted for discs – Harry Webster was keen to ensure that his company’s products
would have the edge over rival Austin-Healey’s.While the front end suspension design worked
brilliantly – it was, after all, cutting edge in 1962 – the rear suspension was less impressive.
There were drum brakes, which was to be expected, along with swing axles and a transverse
leaf spring. This was the design adopted for the Herald, so it was no surprise that the Spitfire
also utilized it. However, while the Herald was less likely to be bought by enthusiastic drivers, the
Spitfire was snapped up for its dynamic prowess – which was limited by this cheaply-produced



suspension layout.One thing that was not carried over from the early Herald was the 948cc four-
cylinder engine. Although the Austin-Healey Frogeye Sprite featured an equally diminutive
powerplant, Harry Webster knew that the heavier Spitfire would need more power – and he
wanted his new sportster to hit the Frogeye for six anyway. The solution lay in an experimental
1147cc engine that had been developed from the 948cc unit. Fitted with a pair of carburettors,
the Spitfire 4 would be endowed with the sort of performance needed to blow the Frogeye into
the weeds. The only problem was, by the time the first Spitfires were delivered to their eager
owners, the Sprite had received a 1098cc engine, while MG had also introduced its own version
of the car, the Midget.Anybody familiar with the Herald’s underpinnings will instantly recognize
the similarities with the Spitfire rolling chassis. The frame has been shortened, but the rest of the
mechanicals have been carried over virtually unchanged.Compared with the Herald that sired it,
the Spitfire’s fuel tank was moved to a position over the rear axle, while there were now twin
carburettors for the 1147cc engine.The 1147cc engine that was adopted for the first Spitfires
was capable of producing 63bhp at 5,750rpm and 67lb ft of torque at 3,500rpm. This
represented a 50 per cent power increase over the Herald 1200, thanks to the fitment of twin
HS2 SU carburettors and a slightly wilder camshaft that produced significantly greater valve
overlap. To keep the bonnet line as low as possible there was a wider, lower radiator than
conventional, with a header tank that sat alongside the rocker cover.The transmission was
carried over pretty much unchanged from the Herald 1200, which meant there was a four-speed
manual gearbox with synchromesh on the top three ratios. At launch there was no overdrive
option, which kept things simple in terms of rear axle ratios: all cars were fitted with a 4.11:1 diff,
just like the Herald.THE WRAPS COME OFFOn 17 October, 1962, three years after the Triumph
Herald was first shown, the world got its first glimpse of Triumph’s new budget sportster, the
Spitfire, at the Earl’s Court Motor Show. There were two examples on display; one was on a
turntable behind barriers, where showgoers could look only – the other was alongside, ready to
be prodded and poked by all and sundry. The former example featured white paint with blue trim
plus a black hood, while the latter car was painted red, with black interior trim and roof. They
looked fabulous alongside the Herald 1200, TR4 and Vitesse, the last model also making its
début that year.When the wraps were taken off Triumph’s new baby sports car at the 1962 Earls
Court Motor Show, the car went down a storm. There were two cars on hand for showgoers to
ogle; this one and a car finished with red paintwork.The ‘VC’ registration marks this out as a
Coventry-registered factory car. Compare this picture with the shot of the prototype on page 9
and you can see just how few changes were needed to get the car into production.It came as no
surprise when the orders started to flood in thick and fast: at £729 15s 3d the car was more
costly than rivals such as the Austin Healey Sprite, but it was also bigger and better equipped. If
Triumph had a problem, it was that it couldn’t produce the Spitfire fast enough; by the end of the
year just 1,289 examples had rolled off the production lines, with a similar figure also being
made in January 1963.At first, all Spitfires were built for the home market only: Triumph wasn’t
going to run the risk of them going overseas, only for a raft of reliability issues to be raised. So



much for confidence in the product! In the event, Triumph’s fears proved unfounded, with the
cars proving largely troublefree, allowing exports to begin in earnest. Most of those early exports
went to North America, where Triumph already had a loyal following, largely on the back of its
wellreceived TR models.The first cars sold across the Atlantic were delivered to their eager
owners in spring 1963. Aside from the steering wheel being on the left and whitewall tyres being
fitted, these cars were the same as those sold in the home market. Triumph had a strong image
in the US by this point, so it came as no surprise that the Spitfire was popular, with strong sales
from the outset. However, if the car had one failing – and at least that was only picked up by
those who bought the car – it was that the rear suspension was not very sophisticated. American
dealers had a solution to this though: they could supply a conversion kit which restricted the
amount of articulation of the half shafts, ensuring there was less tuck under during hard
cornering.THE NAME’S BOND…For some unfathomable reason, not all potential Spitfire buyers
wanted an open-topped car; perhaps it was the lack of ease with which the hood of these early
cars could be raised and stowed. Whatever it was, it was also possible to buy a Spitfire coupé;
well, sort of. It didn’t carry Triumph badges however, as it was built by Bond and called simply
the GT. In reality the GT was a Herald coupé, as it used that car’s chassis, bulkhead and doors,
but there was a Spitfire engine fitted along with Bond’s own glass fibre bodyshell. The problem
as usual was that the Bond’s low-volume production meant its cost was on the hefty side; while
Triumph charged just £603 for its own Herald coupé (without Spitfire power admittedly), Bond
wanted £822 for its GT.This is the very first Bond fourwheeler built – in 1963.As is common with
many cars that survived several generations, the earliest Spitfires also feature the purest
design.CHANGES AFOOTThe first Spitfire 4s had no problem finding buyers, but it quickly
became clear that various detail changes were desirable to reduce production costs while also
improving usability, durability and refinement. As production progressed, throughout the first
year, minor adjustments were made at various times.While a proposed twin-cam engine swap
didn’t progress very far – at least in production terms – there were plenty of detail changes that
were adopted. Engine bay side valances were added, to prevent the powerplant getting
drenched every time the car was driven through a puddle, while the cleanable wire gauze air
filters were superseded by disposable paper-element items instead. The radiator header tank
was also eradicated, because the cooling system was too efficient, resulting in the engine
struggling to get up to temperature in certain conditions.There were also various modifications
made to the interior and exterior trim, such as a one-piece plastic moulding replacing the
previous two-piece stainless-steel item for the windscreen surround brightwork – the same move
was also made for the Herald, to reduce production costs. There were also improved door seals
along with black floor mats in place of the previous grey items. A shorter piece of brightwork was
fitted to the rear wing tops, to provide better clearance for the roof’s press studs – the mounting
brackets for the rear over-riders were also redesigned to reduce the likelihood of dust getting
into the boot.By the end of the first year, all these changes had been made and things were
going well. Customers were queuing up to buy the car and there were no reports of poor



reliability – something which had dogged the Herald for the first year after its introduction. That
left Harry Webster’s team enough time to focus on a steady stream of improvements that were
rather more visible than the tinkering they’d had to do so far.To that end, from October 1963, it
was possible to specify overdrive as an extra-cost option, giving the best of both worlds. Without
the overdrive switched in (it worked only on third and fourth gears) the car accelerated
reasonably briskly because the overall gearing could be kept low. However, when the car was
cruising at speed, switching in the overdrive allowed the revs to drop by around 20 per cent –
something which helped the engine survive longer, while also protecting the eardrums of the
car’s occupants.PAINT AND TRIM OPTIONSSpitfire 4 paint and trim options.From launch until
May 1963 the following colour combinations were offered:PaintInterior trimSpa WhiteBlack, blue
or redPhantom GreyRedBlackBlack, blue or redPowder BlueBlack or blueLichfield GreenBlack
or redPale YellowBlackSignal RedBlack or redBetween June 1963 and July 1964 there was a
new set of combinations available as listed below, then between August and September 1964
Jonquil Yellow was dropped. By October the range was taken back up to six with the introduction
of Royal Blue paintwork, which could be ordered with a choice of black or Midnight Blue interior
trim.PaintInterior TrimWhiteBlack or redBlackRedConifer GreenBlackWedgwood BlueMidnight
(dark) blueJonquil YellowBlackSignal RedBlackThe Triumph Herald was renowned for appealing
to women drivers, thanks to its light controls and excellent visibility; the same went for the
Spitfire, which was definitely a sports car, but far from a hairychested one.The overdrive offered
was Laycock’s D-type unit, which was reliable and affordable: it added £57 7s 8d to the £729
15s 3d price of the ex-factory Spitfire. Once the system had reached the options lists, few cars
were sold without it – this must also have gained Triumph some extra customers because neither
the Austin Healey Sprite nor the MG Midget could be specified with it.Another option that helped
those on long-distance journeys – at least when the weather was inclement – was a factory-fitted
hard top. Independent tuner SAH had already been offering one of these since soon after the
Spitfire’s introduction, but it was rather ugly and the Triumph offering was a far neater solution.
Whereas the SAH item was made of GRP, the factory roof was made of steel. So, while
Triumph’s top was rather heavier, it offered greater refinement once the car was up to speed.
Just to show that Triumph was indulging in some joined-up thinking, to make life easier for those
who specified the hard top, from December 1963 there was a pair of captive nuts fitted to the
Spitfire’s rear deck, so the roof could be fixed into place more securely.The third significant fresh
option was a set of sixty-spoke wire wheels, supplied by Dunlop and painted silver. These
proved popular, partly because they set the car off rather nicely, but also because they were an
inch wider than the standard pressed-steel items. At 4.5in, they provided more grip and better
handling than the somewhat puny 3.5in steel items.With a decent set of optional extras to
choose from and proven reliability, plus a higher specification and stronger performance than
key rivals, Triumph was on a roll with the Spitfire – so much so that it didn’t feel the need to mess
with this winning formula until the Mk2 Spitfire arrived in March 1965. However, though badged
Mk2, changes from the Mk1 were hardly ground-breaking, as you’ll read in the next



chapter.PRESS REACTIONPress reaction for the early Spitfire was almost universally
positive.First to test the new Spitfire was Motor, in its 7 November 1962 edition; the headline ran:
‘An outstanding new small sports car’, leaving the reader in no doubt as to what the testers
thought. The magazine was keen on the car’s roadholding, styling, packaging, performance and
usability. The verdict came: ‘A sports car of great merit, the Triumph Spitfire will appeal equally
as a comfortable road car and useful competition mount. Its performance in give-and-take
conditions makes it an obvious choice for the rally enthusiast although some items of detail
obviously call for development’; the underfelt on the car tested, for example, ‘was quite wet after
a few miles in the rain’.It would be the following week (16 November) that Autocar published its
first review of the Spitfire (4299 VC), in which its testers were typically analytical. Noting that: ‘the
Spitfire is at the upper end of the price scale [of inexpensive two-seater sports cars], yet it has
proved on test to be a refined car with a number of advanced features, and to offer appropriately
good performance and fuel economy’. Impressed overall by the Spitfire’s dynamics, the
suspension was criticized for being too firm, but the car was given the thumbs up for its
ergonomics, comfort and value; things were helped on the last point by purchase tax changes
just as the car was being introduced. It was thanks to these changes that a hefty £90 was
knocked off the all-in cost, which represented a useful 12 per cent saving in outlay.When
Sporting Motorist got its hands on the Spitfire 4 for its April 1963 edition, it was critical of the
amount of headroom available with the roof in place, but apart from that it was almost all good
news. The magazine’s testers were more favourable towards the comfort levels, boot size, agility
and handling, although on the latter point it was noted that confidence levels had to be built as
the back end could feel decidedly skittish when the roads got greasy.In its typical forthright
fashion, Small Car tested the Spitfire (3606 VC) in its November 1963 edition, comparing it with
the Austin Healey Sprite, but not driving the two cars back to back – that wouldn’t happen until
October 1964. Car’s reviewer was keen on the Spitfire’s pretty Italian lines, but less sure of it
when the roof was put up, noting: ‘When the hood goes up it has the effect of putting an apron
over a Dior model, but the great hood problem remains unsolved elegance-wise after fifty or
more years of experiment.’ On this latter point he was incorrect of course; Triumph’s own Herald
convertible utilized a very neat folding roof mechanism already, and one which would later be
adapted to fit the Spitfire.When Car finally drove the Spitfire 4 (3789 KV) against the Austin
Healey Sprite for its October 1964 issue, the Triumph scored highly for its sharper looks and
driving position, but it was the Sprite which offered the better performance, more predictable
handling and higher standard of finish all round.John Bolster put 412 VC through its paces for
Autosport in January 1963, writing almost as if he was in Triumph’s pay, such was his
enthusiasm. He started off by gushing about the car’s available performance, cooing about the
acceleration and economy, claiming that: ‘it has all the performance that the average sports car
driver wants’. He was also rather keen about the comfort on offer, stating that: ‘the Spitfire is not
only a sports car. With its winding windows raised and hood up, it becomes a luxurious coupé’.
Perhaps most intriguing was his assertion that: ‘The gears are just audible, but the final drive is



completely silent’. There can’t be many Spitfire owners who have experienced such conditions
when driving their car!However, proving that the world was a very different place in the early
sixties, Car & Driver agreed with Bolster when it tested the Spitfire. The magazine’s opening line
was that this was: ‘a new small sports car [that] combines silence with lively performance’. The
1147cc engine certainly impressed with its low-down torque that made driving the lightweight
sportster a doddle, but the car wasn’t so good ergonomically. Still, the light steering, all-
independent suspension and strong brakes more than made up for it.MARKETING THE
SPITFIRE 4When Triumph launched the Spitfire, the focus was very much on how much fun the
car could provide while still offering strength, durability, comfort and practicality.In later
advertising for the Spitfire 4, Triumph played heavily on its motorsport connections, making
direct comparisons between the road cars, which its customers could buy and the race cars with
which it was competing.PERIOD MODIFICATIONSBy the time the Spitfire 4 was launched, the
Herald had already been on the market for three years. Indeed, in that time the Herald had
already moved up from a 948cc engine to an 1147cc unit, while the Vitesse had also reached
the market, complete with a 1596cc straight-six. Slotting the latter unit into the Spitfire didn’t
seem to be something attempted very early in its life, although it would happen later. What was
much more popular was the opportunity to fit go-faster bits such as ported cylinder heads, more
freeflowing exhausts and suspension modifications to help tame the car’s wayward
tendencies.While there was a raft of companies prepared to tune the Spitfire, owners didn’t have
to talk to anyone other than their friendly Triumph dealer if they wanted some go-faster goodies.
That’s because from February 1964, Triumph offered three engine upgrade packages to help the
Spitfire go faster. The entry-level option was known as the Interim Performance Package, which
increased power to 70bhp courtesy of a revised cylinder head that gave a 9.75:1 compression
ratio. There was also a downdraught Solex 32 PAIA carburettor and tubular manifold; it certainly
looked the part but it’s doubtful that many of the £47 packages were sold.The next rung up the
ladder was the stage one kit, priced at £92, which pushed power up to 80bhp thanks to some
more serious modifications. Firstly there was an eight-port cylinder head with a 10.5:1
compression ratio, plus a fresh camshaft and revised inlet and exhaust manifolds.For those who
felt that even 80bhp wasn’t enough, there was also a stage two kit offered, pushing peak power
up to 90bhp thanks to all the stage one tweaks, plus a pair of twinchoke Weber 40DCOE
carburettors, twin silencers, a stronger crankshaft, tweaked pistons and con-rods, a diaphragm
clutch and revised gear ratios. All this was enough to boost the top speed from 92mph (148km/
h) to 107mph (172km/h), while also cutting the 0-60mph time from 15.5sec to just 10.6sec. As
such, it represented excellent value – but once again, it appears that few of these kits were ever
sold.
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Joe, “Gift. I purchased this as a gift for my uncle who had recently bought a Spitfire and loves to
read and learn about history. He was thrilled and started reading it right away.”

Clopatofsky Jose, “History. Very good. Fundamental document”

D. Plass, “Good for history/nostalgia buffs.. Complete history of the Spitfire and GT6, including
planning, specs and industry acceptance.  Good for history/nostalgia buffs.”

AM, “Great book for Triumph fans. Bought this for my husband for Christmas and he hasn't put it
down yet!! He loves it.”

carol willis, “Grandmother scores a hit........ I bought this for my grandson who is about to get his
first car and is set on a Spitfire [ marking him out as super cool rather than a boy racer!!]He now
knows all about Spitfires[ and desire]-a colossal success in the Grandma stakes-I'm delighted
with this purchase which arrived promptly and met all expectations.”

Frank R.Ackermann, “All fine. Fast delivery, good condition, all as expected- all fine.”

Alan John Gale, “An excellent book, clearly set out and written with plenty .... An excellent book,
clearly set out and written with plenty of factual information. I would have liked to see more
drawings and photographs but then there will probably never be enough photographs. A
publication that every enthusiast will enjoy.”

R. V. Marlin, “Very Helpful. Very helpful in my quest to gain more knoledge before I purchase my
first Classic Car”

Honest, “Four Stars. All as expected.”

The book by Richard Dredge has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 24 people have provided feedback.
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